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effects on Natural Capital

Motivation and Objectives
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Understanding the consequences of decisions made by private land owning

actor is critical

Objective: Analyse the effects of efficient forest investment decisions – i.e.,

those that maximise landowner own benefits – and resulting land uses distribution at

the farm level on the long-term provision of ecosystem services and the underlying

natural assets (capital) value.

Environmental policy is focusing on actions to protect and invest in

natural capital More resilient economy.

What are the sustainability implications?



Background and Contribution
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• From a natural capital perspective we are more interested in the dynamics and trade-

offs in ES provision (e.g., Bateman et al. 2013, Science, Lawler et al., 2014 PNAS,

Ovando et al in press, WRE)

• The ES is a useful concept to guide sustainable land resources management

as it makes the services of nature and their value for humans explicit,

allowing for the analysis of impacts and trade-offs.

• This paper extends Ovando et al. forest management decision model by considering

more complex and realistic land management decision option (i.e. changes in forest

species, and accounting for the combination of land uses that are the most efficient for

the land owner at the farm level).



The forest investment decision model
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• Problem framed as a finite time horizon optimal control model with 9 state and control vectors

Environmental - economic forest management 

model (EEFM) (Ovando et al., 2017, LE):

Long-term pattern of benefit, cost and ES

Extended dynamic optimization model (Cerdá 

and Martin 2013, EJOR) to determine optimal 

forest investment paths

+

• Three forest species (possible) out of 8 main forest species

• Flexible decision framework allows forest species substitution as trees reach their rotation age

• Investment decisions examined: (1) new forest plantations on land available for afforestation/reforestation

(LAF) and (2) facilitating natural regeneration in ageing forest stand.

• Examine in discrete time the optimal composition and distribution of managed forest, abandoned forest

and non-forest uses (these two last covers comprising LAF)
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• Natural capital values are estimated as the PV of the stream of ES (provisioning services: timber,

cork, firewood, pine nuts, grazing, and CO2 sequestration) that forest are expected to deliver.

• Estimates from Ovando et al. (2017) by species and ecosystem service.

• Objective function maximise the discounted value (PV) of the stream of net benefits

landowners expect to obtain from forestry and farming activities (grazing and marginal

crops) at the farm level:
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• Classical conceptual framework for valuing forest investment projects (Samuelson, 1976),

in terms of the inclusion of market land rental opportunity cost in the benefit function when

analysing a finite time horizon decision problem:



Case Studies: Eight typical silvopastoral farms in Andalusia
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Source: Ovando et al. (2017). Land Economics, 93, 87-108.



Efficient forest investment decisions (afforestation)
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Oaks
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Effect of policy and economic instruments on afforestation decisions

Even if similar  management 

strategies and policies are 

applied in all farms, the 

diverging initial conditions in 
terms of land use, 
opportunity costs of farming 
and age classes distribution 

would lead to different 

optimal forest investment 

decisions. 



Efficient land cover distribution dynamics 
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Discount rate 3%, average prices 2010, and only based on marketable benefits and costs.
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Natural capital value: Carbon sequestration
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Implications for the provision of ES and NC values
Natural capital value: Forest products Natural capital value: Grazing

Estimations based on Ovando et al. (2017) NC values by species and ecosystem service (Discount rate 3%, average prices 2010).
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Some final reflexions

• Our results show that forest composition and initial land use distribution,

and the share of land available for afforestation of different species

have a relevant influence in investment allocation and final land uses

distribution, even if similar policies or market instruments are considered (i.e.

subsidies to afforestation, PES for carbon).

• In the very long-term efficient decisions may lead to a simplification of forest

and landscape structures, without reducing provisioning services and

climate regulation natural capital values, but probably affecting the

regulating and cultural services that depend on biodiversity conservation.
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